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Clinical and experimental reports suggest that prenatal cocaine exposure (PCE) alters the
offsprings’ social interactions with caregivers and conspecifics. Children exposed to pre-
natal cocaine show deficits in caregiver attachment and play behavior. In animal models,
a developmental pattern of effects that range from deficits in play and social interaction
during adolescence, to aggressive reactions during competition in adulthood is seen. This
review will focus primarily on the effects of PCE on social behaviors involving conspecifics
in animal models. Social relationships are critical to the developing organism; maternally
directed interactions are necessary for initial survival. Juvenile rats deprived of play behav-
ior, one of the earliest forms of non-mother directed social behaviors in rodents, show
deficits in learning tasks and sexual competence. Social behavior is inherently complex.
Because the emergence of appropriate social skills involves the interplay between various
conceptual and biological facets of behavior and social information, it may be a particularly
sensitive measure of prenatal insult. The social behavior surveyed include social interac-
tions, play behavior/fighting, scent marking, and aggressive behavior in the offspring, as
well as aspects of maternal behavior. The goal is to determine if there is a consensus
of results in the literature with respect to PCE and social behaviors, and to discuss dis-
crepant findings in terms of exposure models, the paradigms, and dependent variables,
as well as housing conditions, and the sex and age of the offspring at testing. As there
is increasing evidence that deficits in social behavior may be sequelae of developmental
exposure alcohol, we compare changes in social behaviors reported for prenatal alcohol
with those reported for prenatal cocaine. Shortcomings in the both literatures are identified
and addressed in an effort to improve the translational value of future experimentation.
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INTRODUCTION
Social behavior is inherently complex. The socialization of human
beings begins very early and continues throughout the lifespan.
Social relationships are critical to the developing organism. Mater-
nally directed interactions are necessary for initial survival, and
attachment behaviors in the infant are part of a social behav-
ior system that operates to ensure that the primary caretaker is
nearby to protect and nurture the infant (Bowlby, 1988). The-
ories concerning social development of the child have focused
on the mother–infant dyad (Tronick and Cohn, 1989), where
the interaction is both the result of the infant’s behaviors and
the responses of the mother/caretaker to those behaviors. Inter-
acting with one’s own infant is reported to be a rewarding
and pleasurable experience. This behavior promotes maternal–
infant attachments, which ensures optimal care for the develop-
ing infant in the face of competing demands (Strathearn et al.,
2008).

Play behavior is one of the earliest forms of non-mother
directed social behaviors. Children and most other young mam-
mals devote a significant amount of time and energy playing

together. Social play is not just a pleasurable activity. It has
been suggested that it is an affiliative form of behavior func-
tioning to facilitate social development. Social play is reward-
ing and serves as a natural reinforcer that is crucial for the
development of behavioral flexibility, the acquisition of social
communication and cognitive competence, and may function
to establish social organization and maintain cohesion in a
group, or facilitate the ability to cope with social conflicts (Thor
and Holloway, 1984; Pellis and Pellis, 1998; Auger and Ole-
sen, 2009; Trezza et al., 2010). With respect to the sex differ-
ences in social play, theories emphasize either social or motor
learning functions. In juvenile male non-human primates, social
rank correlates with the number of peer social interactions
in the form of play fighting (Meaney, 1989). Females spend
more time competing for interaction with infants, whereby they
acquire the motor skills necessary for handling infants (Meaney,
1989). In general social play behaviors facilitate different aspects
of social development which contribute to the acquisition of
adaptive social functioning in adulthood (Thor and Holloway,
1984).
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WHILE PLAY DECLINES AS THE CHILD AGES, SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
CONTINUE THROUGHOUT THE LIFESPAN
Social behavior in an adult individual is the result of a com-
plex interaction of genetics, brain development, early childhood
experiences pertaining to socialization, and learning throughout
the lifespan. These factors combine to affect social cognition and
motivation (Kelly et al., 2000).

Moreover, abnormalities in socialization or in the social
learning processes can impact social interactions and behaviors
throughout the lifespan. Because the emergence of normal appro-
priate social skills involves the proper interplay between various
conceptual and biological facets of behavior and social informa-
tion, social behaviors may be a particularly sensitive measure of
prenatal insult (Chae and Covington, 2009). However, human
studies of prenatal insults, especially those involving drugs, are
limited in experimental designs available. Animal models afford
better control of pre- and peri-natal care, the postnatal environ-
ment, nutritional factors, dose and timing of cocaine adminis-
tration and ploy drug exposure in order to examine behavioral
outcomes of prenatal manipulations (Gendle et al., 2004; Chae
and Covington, 2009). In addition, they can determine if the
maternal–infant interaction is altered by drug-induced changes
in the behavior of the offspring. The use of experimental cross-
fostering, where offspring from 1 litter is given to an unrelated
dam from a different (control) treatment group, typically at birth,
allows for the successful empirical dissection of maternal ver-
sus pup effects (see Wolf et al., 2011 for review). The impact
of environmental factors can also be assessed by housing post-
weaning offspring in enriched, impoverished or standard caging
conditions. These various rearing environments can facilitate the
examination of simple social processes and establish more clearly
the degree to which the changes in social behavior are the direct
result of cocaine-induced changes. Moreover, social behavior in
rats has been shown to follow similar principles as in humans,
and is also a function of genetics, teratogenic influences, early
maternal–infant interactions, and later social learning (Kelly et al.,
2000). This review will focus primarily on the effects of prena-
tal cocaine on social behaviors involving conspecifics in rodent
models; the effects of developmental alcohol exposure on these
behaviors is included as a control. The social behaviors reviewed
include social interaction, play fighting/solicitation, and aggres-
sive behaviors, as well as maternal care, maternal aggression, and
mother–infant communication. Sexual behavior was not included
as it does not parallel the variables in the clinical articles included
in this volume.

PRENATAL COCAINE AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
A significant body of literature published during the past 25 years
has identified effects of prenatal cocaine exposure (PCE) on
growth and development in children. PCE has been shown to
influence the ontogeny of motor, cognitive, social skills, and emo-
tional behaviors. Both dose- and gender-specific effects have been
identified following PCE, with social behaviors more likely dis-
rupted in boys prenatally exposed to higher levels of cocaine
(Delaney-Black et al., 1998; Tronick et al., 2005). Although effects
are small, they are first evident in the neonate, remain through-
out early childhood, and have been documented in adolescents

(Chae and Covington, 2009). The magnitude of the effects may
be masked, in part, by confounding factors in study designs.
Most children reported in studies in the literature come from
low-income backgrounds and consequently have been exposed to
multiple medical and social risk factors associated with long-term
poverty, that include poor prenatal care, peri-natal complica-
tions, and impoverished parenting styles. The fact that exposure
to multiple risk factors has compromising effects on children’s
outcomes may overshadow any specific effects of PCE (Rodning
et al., 1989; Tronick and Beeghly, 1999). Moreover, clinical stud-
ies involving drugs of abuse often entail exposure to drugs other
than the one of interest, and as a result behavioral alterations
may reflect insults other than those due to the specific action of
cocaine.

Despite the exponential increase in the number of experimen-
tal studies published since the 1980s on the effects of PCE, only
a small percentage have focused on social behaviors. Rodents are
most often used, with rats being the preferred species; mice were
used in only two of the studies discussed (Hahn et al., 2000; Estelles
et al., 2005). We did not find published studies of PCE and social
behavior that used primates or other mammalian species. While
the focus of this review is on prenatal exposure, several studies
with combined prenatal–postnatal (lactational) exposure, as well
as those in which cocaine was administered to pre-weaning rats or
females prior to mating have been included (see Table 1).

Although the number of studies is limited, there are trends in
the data that suggest reliable effects of developmental exposure
to cocaine for individual categories of social behavior. Table 1
summarizes these findings collapsed across both species; exposure
period and housing conditions are indicated. When not specified,
cocaine was administered prenatally to rat dams and animals were
raised in a standard housing environment. Detailed summaries of
results are provided in the following text. These will be preceded
by a brief review of the relevance of the behavior, and pertinent
clinical findings.

PRENATAL COCAINE AND MATERNAL BEHAVIORS
Maternal substance abuse has been associated with deficits in
parental functioning. Mothers recovering from cocaine addiction
experience difficulties in their maternal roles as care givers, and are
described as more passive and disengaged in interactions with their
newborns than non-drug-using mothers (see Johnson et al., 2002
for review). It is possible that some of these deficits in maternal
care are influenced by the state-traits of PCE infant; these infants
are frequently irritable and hyper-aroused by environmental stim-
uli, responses which might elicit less care and establish a cycle of
passivity in which the caretaker becomes more and more pas-
sive in attempts at interaction (Chasnoff et al., 1987). Maternal
interaction with their young children continue to be problem-
atic, as exemplified by reduced mother–child play interactions and
increased hostility toward the child (see Febo and Ferris, 2007 for
review).

Although frequently associated with poor parenting outcomes,
maternal drug use is not always related to deficits in parent-
ing skills. No differences between cocaine-using and comparison
mothers were noted in sensitivity, social–emotional and cog-
nitive growth fostering, and response to infant distress on a
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Table 1 | Effects of developmental cocaine exposure on maternal behaviors in dams and first generation offspring compared to controls.

Behavior Enhanced No effect Impaired/reduced

Maternal care

(F 0 dams)

2 9 8

Peeke et al. (1994; pre-mating, gestational,

and lactational cocaine: PPD 1–20)

Nephew and Febo (2010; pre-mating cocaine:

PPD 2)

Johns et al. (2005; PPD 5 or 10) Johns et al. (1994b; 2005; PPD 1)
Nelson et al. (1998; PPD 3) Nelson et al. (1998; PPD 1)

Sobrian et al. (1990; 1995; PPD 1) Kinsley et al. (1994; PPD 1–2)

Heyser et al. (1992; PPD 2, 5–9) McMurray et al. (2008a; IC: ges-

tational and lactational: PPD 8)Tonkiss et al. (1995; pre-mating and

gestational cocaine: PPD 2–12)

McMurray et al. (2008a; PPD 8 and 12)

Nephew and Febo (2010; pre-mating

cocaine: PPD 9 and 16)

Acute cocaine

(F 0 dams)

Vernotica et al. (1996; single acute

cocaine injection PPD 1, testing: 16 h

later)

Vernotica et al. (1996; single acute

cocaine injection PPD 1.Testing: 4

hrs later)

Kinsley et al. (1994; single acute

cocaine injection on PPD 5–6)

Intergenerational

effects (F 1

offspring)

1 2 3

McMurray et al. (2008a; IC: gestational and

lactational: PND 60 mated; tested at PPD 8)

Johns et al. (2005; adult mated; tested

at PPD 5 or 10)

Johns et al. (2005; adult mated;

tested at PPD 1)

Johns et al. (2007; tested at PND 28:

Pup-induced retrieval-M and F)

Johns et al. (2007; PND 60: M)
McMurray et al. (2008a; PND 60

mated; tested at PPD 8)

Maternal

aggression (F 0

dams)

8 1 1

Heyser et al. (1992; PPD 10) McMurray et al. (2008a; CC: PPD8 and

CC and IC: PPD 12)

McMurray et al. (2008a; IC: PPD8)
Johns et al. (1997; PPD 6)

Johns et al. (1998a,b; PPD 6, 8,

and 10)

Lubin et al. (2001; PPD 2, 3, and 5)

Johns et al. (2010; PPD 31–35)

Nephew and Febo (2010; pre-mating cocaine:

PPD 2)

Intergenerational

effects (F 1 dams)

McMurray et al. (2008a; PPD 8)

Mother–infant

communication

(ultrasonic

vocalizations)

1 4 1

Hahn et al. (2000; M and F; mice: BALB/cJ

and DBA/2J: tested at PND 2–4)

Meyer et al. (1992; M and F; tested at

PND 11) and Hahn et al. (2000); M and

F; mice: SLJ/J: tested at PND 2–4)

Hahn et al. (2000; M and F; mice:

BALB/cJ and DBA/2J. Tested at

PND 2–4)

Barron and Gilbertson (2005) (M and F;

neonatal cocaine: PND 4–10. Tested at

PND 14)

Barron et al. (2000; M and F; Neonatal

cocaine: PND 4–10. Tested at PND 14)

Numbers in bold refer to number of findings for each outcome. Unless otherwise stipulated, cocaine exposure is gestational, and subjects are rats. PND: postnatal

day at which ultrasonic vocalization was tested; PPD: postpartum day on which maternal behavior was tested; CC: chronic cocaine during gestation; IC: intermittent

cocaine during gestation and lactation; F1: first generation dams. F = females; M = males.

measure of maternal behavior during infant feeding (Neuspiel
et al., 1991), or maternal responsivity during free-play (Black
et al., 1993). In explaining the impact of prenatal cocaine use
on the mother–child parenting outcomes, confounding factors
such as maternal psychological functioning and socioeconomic
resources must be considered (Jeremy and Bernstein, 1984;
Sood et al., 2005). These factors alone or in combination with

maternal substance abuse may better explain the impact of pre-
natal drug use on mother–child relationship outcomes. More-
over, women who use cocaine during pregnancy often continue
drug use after delivery, and postnatal maternal substance use
is also associated with a number of environmental risk fac-
tors that may impact parent–child interactions (Johnson et al.,
2002).
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Maternal care
Poly drug use and other confounding factors in human cocaine
abusers (i.e., the availability of prenatal care, socioeconomic sta-
tus, and environmental conditions in the home) have promoted
the use of animal models in which these variables can be more
easily controlled. Maternal care behavior has been well character-
ized in rat models. Female rats show little interest in infants of
their own species until shortly before parturition. Approximately
24 h prior to delivery, they show an intense interest in pups from
other litters with nest building, retrieval, grooming, and defense
of the young. These behaviors persist through lactation and then
abate with weaning (Winslow and Insel, 2002). Moreover, indi-
vidual variations in key behaviors have been linked to alterations
in offspring development (Insel, 2003; Sousa et al., 2006). In gen-
eral, early care giving experiences can influence the subsequent
maternal behavior, stress–susceptibility, and emotionality of the
offspring (Sousa et al., 2006; Strathearn and Mayes, 2010).

Environmental insults can give rise to disruptions in mother–
pup interactions, and such disruptions of the social milieu can
influence behavioral development and brain function of the off-
spring independent of any direct effect of the drug (Tonkiss et al.,
1995). Maternal behavior in rats is a complex interplay of hor-
monal milieu of the dam and the behavior of both the pup and
dam. Disruption of the behavior in the maternal–pup dyad is
known to have a critical impact on the long-term outcome of
the pup and in particular on the socio-emotional behavior of the
pup (Meaney, 2001). As in humans, alterations in early maternal–
infant interactions may occur because of drug-induced behavioral
abnormalities in either or both the rodent pup and/or the mother,
resulting in altered dynamics of the maternal–infant interaction
(Kelly et al., 2000).

Exposure of the dams to cocaine, either prior to or during
gestation and/or during lactation alters maternal care of infants
(Table 1). This effect is short lived, and does not require multiple
daily cocaine doses. Following daily gestational cocaine exposure,
Johns et al. (1994b, 2005) found impaired maternal behavior on
postpartum day (PPD) 1 but not PPDs 5 or 10; Nelson et al. (1998)
found similar effects on PPD 1 but not 3. However, intermittent
cocaine exposure during both gestation and lactation extends the
impairment in maternal behavior until PPD 8 (McMurray et al.,
2008a). Moreover, Vernotica et al. (1996) reported that a single
postnatal cocaine injection on PPD 1 impaired maternal behavior
4 h but not 16 h later. Similarly, Kinsley et al. (1994) saw a short-
term decrement in maternal behavior on PPD 5 or 6 following a
single cocaine injection.

Enhanced maternal behavior has been reported in two studies,
both of which involved pre-mating cocaine exposure. Peeke et al.
(1994), who dosed dams with cocaine 21 days prior to mating, as
well as throughout gestation and for 2 weeks postpartum, reported
that exposed dams spent more time nursing throughout lactation.
However, enhanced maternal behavior was seen only on PPD 2 but
not PPD 9 or 16 with only a 10-day pre-mating exposure (Nephew
and Febo, 2010).

Developmental cocaine exposure failed to affect maternal
behavior in nine studies. This lack of effect is seen primarily fol-
lowing gestational cocaine exposure alone (Sobrian et al., 1990,
1995; Heyser et al., 1992; Nelson et al., 1998; Johns et al., 2005;

McMurray et al., 2008a), and is evident during both early (Sobrian
et al., 1990, 1995; Tonkiss et al., 1995; Vernotica et al., 1996; Nel-
son et al., 1998), and mid (Heyser et al., 1992; Tonkiss et al., 1995;
Johns et al., 2005; McMurray et al., 2008a) lactation.

Intergenerational effects of gestational cocaine exposure on
the maternal behavior have been assessed in the female offspring
of dams exposed to cocaine during pregnancy (first generation
dams: F 1). Gestational exposure to cocaine either impaired (Johns
et al., 2005; McMurray et al., 2008a) or had not effect on (Johns
et al., 2005) the maternal behavior of F 1 dams. In the Johns et al.
(2005) study, the direction of the change was the same for the F 1

dams as those reported for their F 0 mothers. In contrast, with the
McMurray et al. (2008a) study, it was the F 1 dams of the chronic
gestational cocaine F 0 dams that showed an impairment, an effect
not seen in the original dams. In contrast, F 1 dams, whose mothers
were exposed to intermittent cocaine during both gestation and
lactation, showed enhanced maternal care of their pups.

In a similar study, first generation adolescent and young adult
offspring were exposed to pups to induce maternal behavior (Johns
et al., 2007). When testing occurred at PND 28, gestational cocaine
exposure did not impair male or female juveniles’ interactions
with 1- to 5-day-old pups (Johns et al., 2007). Subsequently how-
ever, 60-day-old male rats did display impaired maternal care of
neonates (Johns et al., 2007; females were not tested on PND 60).
Taken together, these studies indicate that the effects of develop-
mental cocaine exposure are intergenerational, at least for some
aspects of maternal behavior. Clearly, it is an intriguing finding
that deserves more study.

Maternal aggression
Interacting with one’s own infant is reported to be a rewarding and
pleasurable experience, which promotes maternal–infant attach-
ments, and ensures optimal care for the developing infant in the
face of competing demands (Strathearn and Mayes, 2010). How-
ever, cocaine abuse is highly correlated with maternal neglect and
poorer maternal–infant interactions; mothers who are addicted
to cocaine appear to be not only less appropriately responsive to
their infants, but also find these interactions less rewarding and
stress provoking, a situation which may engender child neglect
and abuse (Mayes et al., 1997). It has also been reported that
in their interactions with young children, drug-using mothers
are less likely to use positive reinforcement and more likely to
threaten physical discipline than non-drug-using mothers (John-
son et al., 2002). Moreover, there is a higher incidence of fos-
ter care placements and allegations of physical abuse, sexual
abuse, and neglect among cocaine-exposed 2 year olds compared
with non-drug-exposed 2 year olds (Wasserman and Leventhal,
1993).

Maternal aggression has been defined as a subset of maternal
behaviors in mammals that is aimed at intruders into the post-
parturient female’s nest area or at those threatening her young
(Blanchard et al., 2003). In rat, both offensive and defensive aggres-
sive behaviors have been well characterized (Sousa et al., 2006).
While maternal aggressive behavior is generally considered adap-
tive, excessive, or mal-adaptive attacks can result in injury to pups
(Lubin et al., 2001). Maternal aggression can be elicited 48–24 h
prior to birth; it peaks during the first 10 PPD (McMurray et al.,
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2008a), and drops off sharply in the hours following pup removal
(Blanchard et al., 2003).

Cocaine has been reported to disrupt various aspect of maternal
behavior, including maternal aggression. Table 1 lists the effects of
chronic and intermittent cocaine during gestation alone or in com-
bination with postnatal lactational exposure on intruder-induced
maternal aggression in dams (F 0) and their first generation (F 1)
female offspring. The resident/intruder paradigm was used in all
seven studies.

Heyser et al. (1992) reported that cocaine-treated dams raising
their own offspring were quicker to initiate the first attack on a
female intruder at PPD 10. While a similar increase was seen in
controls dams, only cocaine-treated females exhibited an increased
number of aggressive attacks against the female intruder through-
out the testing period. The lack of sustained aggression reported
in cocaine-exposed dams rearing cross-fostered normal pups sug-
gested that characteristics of the PCE-pups may contribute to the
treatment-induced increase in maternal aggression (Heyser et al.,
1992). However, is should be noted that dams exposed to cocaine
during pregnancy did not differ from control dams in pup retrieval
latency, nest building behavior, time spent in the nest, or time spent
suckling pups (Heyser et al., 1992).

Increased aggression was also reported in cocaine-exposed
dams tested early in postpartum period. At PPD 6, these females
exhibited an increase in threats and attacks toward an intruder,
behavior that did not reflect withdrawal from cocaine; increased
aggression was seen in dams whose cocaine treatment ended on
gestational day 20, and dams who received cocaine throughout lac-
tation (PPD 1–20; Johns et al., 1997). Similar increases in maternal
aggression were reported on PPD 6, 8, and 10 for dams treated
chronically with cocaine during gestation (Johns et al., 1998a).
This increase was hypothesized to reflect altered sensory or percep-
tual systems that caused stimuli to be viewed as more threatening
than they are (Johns et al., 1998a).

When tested during the initial postpartum period at PPD 2,
3, and 5, gestational cocaine exposure produced a non-dose-
dependent increase in the duration of the attacks on the male
intruder but not fight attack behavior, in general (Lubin et al.,
2001). All dams rearing their natural litters exhibited increased
aggressive behavior as evidenced by a decreased latency to pin an
intruder. The authors suggest that the aggressive behavior seen in
this early postpartum period is not as robust as seen during mid-
lactation (Lubin et al., 2001). However, pre-mating exposure of
the female to cocaine produces an increased aggressive response
to a male intruder at PPD 2 (Nephew and Febo, 2010). Female
rats sensitized to cocaine within the 2-week period prior to mat-
ing exhibited shorter attack latencies and an increased frequency
and duration of attacks on PPD 2, but not on PPD 9, suggest-
ing that in contrast to gestational exposure which produces more
aggressive behavior from the dams at mid-lactation, the effects
of pre-mating cocaine are more robust almost immediately after
birth. This increase in maternal aggression was attributed to a pos-
sible cross-sensitization between cocaine and the natural reward
of maternal care (Nephew and Febo, 2010). At PPD 8, gesta-
tional exposure to chronic cocaine (CC) failed to alter defensive or
aggressive behaviors in the dams, while dams exposed to intermit-
tent gestational and lactational cocaine (IC) were less aggressive

toward a male intruder (McMurray et al., 2008a). However, rearing
conditions altered aggressive behavior in IC dams, who exhibited
increased threat to a small male intruder only when rearing their
biological litter. No significant differences were found in any group
on PND 12.

As with maternal behavior, intergenerational effects have been
reported for maternal aggression. However, rearing conditions (F 0

dam treatment) rather than prenatal exposure history have been
shown to impact the aggressive responses of first generation (F 1)
dams. All F 1 dams raised by either CC or IC F 0 dams displayed
increased maternal aggression toward a small male intruder when
tested on PPD 8; moreover, IC-reared F 1 dams exhibited increases
in more aspects of aggressive behavior and threatened intrud-
ers more often (McMurray et al., 2008a). These data suggest that
F 0 dam treatment, rather than prenatal exposure condition of
the litter appears to be the more salient intergenerational factor
influencing maternal aggression.

In summary, clearly prenatal exposure to cocaine increases
maternal aggression in the resident/intruder paradigm, irrespec-
tive of the sex of the intruder. Factors that influence this effect
include not only prenatal treatment, but also the postpartum age
at testing, and whether the dam is rearing her biological or foster
litter. Increased aggression against an intruder has been reliably
reported to occur on PPD 2–6; reports of its occurrence on PPD 8,
9, and 10 are mixed, while it is absent at PPDs 12 and 16. There is
some suggestion that the effects of PCE on maternal aggression are
more robust during mid-gestation. In contrast the reverse is seen
following pre-mating cocaine. There is also evidence of intergen-
erational effects of developmental cocaine exposure on maternal
aggression. F 1 dams appear to exhibit higher levels of aggressive
behavior than their F 0 dams; as with F 1 dams, this behavior is
influenced by PCE and rearing conditions.

Maternal–infant communication
Crying is a universal vocalization in human infants, as well as
in the infants of other mammals. It represents an early evolu-
tionary adaptation for maternal contact and sustenance of an
infant, where the need to re-establish mother–infant contact
is essential for infant survival when contact is lost (Newman,
2007). Human infants prenatally exposed to cocaine show more
passive-withdrawn negative engagement (Tronick et al., 2005),
and are reported to produce fewer and shorter cries (Hahn et al.,
2000).

In rodents, auditory signals produced by pups play an impor-
tant role in the regulation of the mother–infant relationship. The
ultrasonic vocalizations (USV) emitted by neonatal rats and mice
are a critical aspect of pup behavior upon separation from the
dam (Kelly et al., 2009a). The frequency of ultrasonic calling is
a measure of separation distress, which increases with increas-
ing amounts of separation, and reliably elicits maternal search
and retrieval behavior. Moreover, call length and call frequency
communicate information about individual identity, as well as the
age and gender of the caller (Hahn et al., 2000). As USVs have
been shown to promote lactation by increasing prolactin release,
and also reduce maternal biting and cannibalism (Barron and
Gilbertson, 2005), alterations in USVs can negatively impact pup
survival.
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Table 1 summarizes the results of four studies that investi-
gated the characteristics of USVs after developmental exposure
to cocaine. In F 1 mice of three different genotypes, alterations in
the call characteristics of USV reflected an interaction between
gestational drug exposure and genotype. Overall, PCE influenced
two call characteristic of USV on PNDs 2–4: the rate of calling
was reduced in two strains, while there was an increase of the
beginning pitch of calls in the same two strains. However, pups of
one genotype were unaffected by PCE (Hahn et al., 2000). These
cocaine effects, though reliable, were small and differences in USVs
were strongly influenced by mouse genotype. In a rat model, PCE
failed to alter the frequency of isolation-induced USV in male and
female offspring at PND 11, while acute exposure prior to testing
markedly suppressed this behavior (Meyer et al., 1992). Postnatal
cocaine exposure had an effect similar to that seen with PCE. When
tested on PND 14, exposure to cocaine on PNDs 4–10 had no effect
on either the frequency of vocalization (Barron et al., 2000) or the
sonographic waveform analysis in either male or female offspring
(Barron and Gilbertson, 2005). Sex differences were not observed
in any of the studies.

In summary, neither chronic pre- nor post-natal exposure to
cocaine altered isolation-induced USVs in rat. In mice, the direc-
tion of the effect following prenatal cocaine was genotype depen-
dent, with a decreased frequency seen in two of the three strains
tested. In addition to species differences, it should be noted that
the production of USVs decreases with increasing age (Barron and
Gilbertson, 2005) and the lack of an effect in older pups could rep-
resent a floor effect. However, the fact that acute cocaine prior to
testing markedly suppressed USVs at PND 14 (Meyer et al., 1992)
does not support this hypothesis. Despite the small number of
studies, it would appear that species differences rather than expo-
sure window, i.e., prenatal or postnatal, has the greater influence
on the effects of developmental cocaine exposure on USVs.

SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
The necessity of social interactions for normal development
has been outlined above. Infants and young children prenatally
exposed to cocaine are somewhat aggressive, show poorer social
attachment, and display abnormal play behavior in unstructured
environments (Chasnoff et al., 1987; Oro and Dixon, 1987).
Social interactions are also an important aspect of a rodent’s
life. They include all sexual and reproductive activities (although
these are not be covered in this review), as well as aggressive
behavior.

Social interactions are highly complex functions, requiring
recruitment of and interaction between multiple neural circuits,
with endocrine hormones and pheromonal cues playing a signifi-
cant role in their coordination and execution (Sousa et al., 2006).
This aspect of social behavior differs from play in that it continues
throughout the life of the animal.

We have been able to locate four separate studies of gestational
cocaine effects on social investigation, with six findings that are
presented in Table 2. Estelles et al. (2005) assessed social investiga-
tion in adult male mice exposed prenatally to cocaine. Following
weaning, subjects were reared either in isolation or in an enriched,
multiple-animal environment. Animals were placed for 10 min in
an open field with an unfamiliar test male; group-reared males

showed enhanced social investigation of strangers, while males
raised in isolation investigated strangers less than controls.

The remaining three studies utilized rats. Following PCE, Johns
and Noonan (1995) tested male offspring at PND 90, and females
at PND 60. Single subjects were placed in an open field with two
unfamiliar subjects of the same sex for 10 min. Frequency,duration
and latency of eight social behaviors were measured. Hence there
were 24 behavioral measures per sex. Cocaine-exposed females
showed an increased frequency of rough grooming, with no
changes on the other 23 variables; males showed increased latency
to reciprocate contact, with no changes on the other 23 variables.
To what degree these single differences constitute anything more
than statistical noise is not clear.

Neugebauer et al. (2004) tested only female offspring exposed to
gestational cocaine. On the assumption that female cycling would
confound results, all females were ovariectomized prior to testing.
Again, pups were reared in either social (enriched) or isolation
conditions. Animals were tested on three daily 10 min tests start-
ing at each of three ages (PND 62, 90, and 122). Test animals were
exposed to a single novel stranger. Four behavioral variables [play
solicitations (see Play), follows, mutual sniffs, and mutual rears]
were measured. Gestational exposure to cocaine increased mutual
sniffs and mutual rears in both rearing conditions.

Finally, Overstreet et al. (2000) cross-fostered male and female
cocaine-exposed pups to non-treated dams at birth. Pairs of rats
of the same sex and treatment condition were tested for 5 min on
PNDs 30, 60, and 120 days. Total time spent on social interactions
was assessed. Results were the same across sexes: males and females
exposed to gestational cocaine interacted less on PNDs 30 and 120,
but did not differ from controls on PND 60.

Clearly, these findings do not provide evidence for any strong
effect of gestational cocaine exposure on subsequent social inves-
tigation in offspring. Half the findings report enhanced social
investigation, and half report precisely the opposite outcome.
Neither sex, species, nor testing paradigms provide any obvious
resolution for these disparate results. However, these studies do
indicate that social investigation is sensitive to gestational cocaine.

PLAY
Play behavior is essential for the normal development of social
skills. PCE has been associated with deficits in this social behavior.
Toddlers exposed to cocaine in utero were found to differ from
controls on measures of attachment and play behavior, and as
young children they were somewhat aggressive, showed poor social
attachment and displayed abnormal play behavior in unstruc-
tured environments (Oro and Dixon, 1987). These drug-exposed
children experienced no distress in response to separation from
caregivers, did not seek close physical contact, and appeared to
show no strong feelings of pleasure or distress. They were unwill-
ing to combine toys and fantasy play, and exhibited decreased
representational play. Elements of their play behavior were char-
acterized by the investigators as a soft neurological sign (Rodning
et al., 1989; Howard et al., 1990).

Juvenile rats engage in a distinctive form of interactive social
behavior commonly referred to as social play, play fighting, or
play chasing that is readily observed in pairs or larger groups,
and differs from other forms of social activities. Juvenile social
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Table 2 | Effects of developmental cocaine exposure on social behaviors in offspring compared to controls.

Behavior Enhanced No effect Impaired/reduced

Social

investigation

3 0 3

Estelles et al. (2005; M; social rearing) Estelles et al. (2005; M; isolation

rearing)

Johns and Noonan (1995; F) Johns and Noonan (1995; M)

Neugebauer et al. (2004; F; Ovariectomized) Overstreet et al. (2000; M and F)

Play 2 3 3

Magalhaes et al. (2007; M and F; postnatal

cocaine – PND 1–28: enriched Rearing)

Magalhaes et al. (2006; M and F; standard

rearing)

Magalhaes et al. (2007; M and

F; postnatal cocaine – PND 1–28:

standard rearing)Neugebauer et al. (2004; F; ovariectomized:

enriched rearing)Neugebauer et al. (2004; F; ovariectomized:

isolation rearing)

Magalhaes et al. (2006; M and F;

enriched rearing)

Wood et al. (1995; M and F) Wood et al. (1994; M and F)

Aggression 4 5 0

Estelles et al. (2005; M; mice: isolated and group

housed. Cocaine challenge, tested: PND 110)

Estelles et al. (2005; M; mice: isolated and

group housed, tested: PND 110)

Johns et al. (1994a; M; tested: PND 180) Goodwin et al. (1992; M; tested: PND 60–70)

Johns and Noonan (1995; M-tested: PND 180;

F-tested: PND 60)

Johns et al. (1998b; M; pre-and postnatal

intermittent cocaine, tested: PND 180)

Wood and Spear (1998; M; tested: PND 33 and

60–70)

Johns and Noonan (1995; M; tested: PND 90)

Wood and Spear (1998; F; tested: PND 33 and

60–70)

Scent

marking

1 1

Vorhees et al. (2000; M and F; pre-weaning

exposure)

Raum et al. (1990; M)

Numbers in bold refer to number of findings for each outcome. Unless otherwise stipulated, cocaine exposure is gestational and subjects are rats. M, male; F, female;

PND, postnatal day.

play behavior (JSPB) is well characterized in the rat, and con-
sists of a flurry of chasing, pouncing, tumbling, and wrestling
movements which often terminates after one juvenile assumes
a dominance stance over an inverted juvenile partner (i.e., pin-
ning). JSPB occurs mainly before sexual maturity, peaking at a
midpoint of the periadolescent period. Although JSPB is sexually
dimorphic, with males exhibiting higher levels of social play than
females, due to increased rates of play initiation, there are only
minor differences in the sequential organization of play. The early
social environment can influence JSPB, in that increased maternal
grooming can reduce later juvenile social play and vice versa (Thor
and Holloway, 1984; Pellis and Pellis, 1998; Magalhaes et al., 2007;
Auger and Olesen, 2009).

Table 2 lists the five studies that involved play behavior; rats
were used in all studies and cocaine was administered prena-
tally in all but one (Magalhaes et al., 2007). In an initial study by
Wood et al. (1994), both male and female PCE offspring showed
play deficits. Both sexes exhibited less pinning during social play,
and were pinned more by their same sex-partner. The submissive
behavior exhibited by PCE offspring was thought to reflect changes
in the animals’ overall ability to respond appropriately in play or
social situations. In a second study by these investigators (Wood
et al., 1995), adolescent play behaviors (pinning and pouncing)
were unaffected by exposure to foot-shock, forced swim or white
noise stress, suggesting that stress might have normalized play

behavior in PCE offspring. However, alterations in play behavior
were manifested by the way in which other animals played with
cocaine-exposed animals; play partners were more hesitant to ini-
tiate and less likely to continue play with PCE adolescents. This
latter finding was interpreted as decreased attractiveness of the
PCE offspring to conspecifics.

Environmental conditions have been identified as a confound-
ing variable in clinical studies of PCE (van Gelder et al., 2010).
A third study reported that environmental manipulations atten-
uate the behavioral effects of prenatal cocaine on play behaviors
(Neugebauer et al., 2004). While rearing in an impoverished envi-
ronment increased play solicitations in prenatal PCE offspring at
PND 60, 90, and 120, those raised in enriched conditions did not
differ from controls. Magalhaes et al. (2006) reported that rearing
PCE offspring in a standard environment (SE) had no effect on
play fighting, solicitation, or social investigation. In contrast, rear-
ing in an enriched environment (EE) decreased both play behavior
and social investigation in offspring prenatally exposed to cocaine.
This reduction was attributed to the preference of EE-reared ani-
mals to explore a novel environment instead of engaging in social
play, and to improved social memory in the PCE rats.

These investigators evaluated the effects of EE in rats exposed
to cocaine during the first 28 days of postnatal life (Magalhaes
et al., 2007). Again, environmental rearing condition interacted
with developmental cocaine exposure. However, in contrast to PCE
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offspring, animals postnatally exposed to cocaine and reared in a
SE showed a decreased frequency of play solicitation, while those
reared in the EE displayed more invitation to play and comfort
behaviors, as well as a decrease in social investigation. The increase
in play solicitation suggested that the rearing in an EE enhances
the attractiveness of the play partner. An increased display of
comfort behavior (i.e., social groom and pile-up behavior) was
interpreted as a stress-reducing strategy in a novel environment,
while the decrease in social investigation exhibited by postna-
tal cocaine rats reared in an EE again suggested improved social
memory.

The results of these five studies suggest that PCE either impairs
or has no effect on play behaviors; outcome differences are seen
despite the similarity in dependent variables across studies.

Enhanced play behavior reflects an interaction of the rearing
environment and developmental period of cocaine exposure, and
is seen only with postnatal cocaine exposure. In both PCE and
postnatally exposed cocaine offspring, rearing in an EE appears to
improve social memory.

AGGRESSION
While aggressiveness per se is not considered abnormal in humans,
abnormal aggression has been linked to psychiatric conditions
and is seen as a symptom rather than a disorder of its own (see
Haller and Kruk,2006 for a review). Despite the underlying pathol-
ogy, aggressive behavior is a social, economic, and medical issue
(Blanchard et al., 2003).

Childhood aggression can be a serious problem, as such chil-
dren are more likely to be involved in future juvenile delin-
quency. Prenatal exposure to cocaine may contribute a risk factor
for aggressive behavior problems. Infants born to mothers who
used cocaine during pregnancy are characterized as fussy/difficult,
unadaptable, and exhibit signs of increased irritability (Chasnoff
et al., 1987). There are also reports of increasing externalization
problems (aggression, delinquency) in children who were prena-
tally exposed to cocaine, some as early as 3 years of age (Griffith
et al., 1994; Delaney-Black et al., 2000; Richardson et al., 2009),
although there are findings to the contrary (Accornero et al., 2002;
Bennett et al., 2002).

The expression of aggressive behavior appears to be modulated
not only by child-related variables, such as altered emotional reg-
ulation and impulse control (Bendersky and Lewis, 1998a,b), but
also by increased environmental and maternal risk factors (Ben-
dersky et al., 2006). Women who use cocaine have higher rates of
depression and have been found to be less responsive in interac-
tions with their children (Wood et al., 1995; Mayes et al., 1997).
Maternal harsh discipline and greater caregiver psychological dis-
tress have also been associated with increased behavioral problems
in children (Bennett et al., 2002; Minnes et al., 2010). Moreover
the lower economic and educational status of the most likely sin-
gle head of household can create a chaotic living environment that
increases the risk of aggression through poor parenting and vari-
ables involved in living in marginalized neighborhoods. However,
it should be noted that prenatal cocaine-exposed children in adop-
tive or foster care are rated as having more behavioral problems
than those living with maternal or relative caregivers (Linares et al.,
2006).

The contribution of the male gender and age to displays of
aggressive behavior following PCE has been consistently reported
(see Delaney-Black et al., 2000; Anderson and Bushman, 2002;
Bendersky et al., 2006 for reviews), although there are reports that
girls between 4 and 10 years of age show increased rates of delin-
quency (Minnes et al., 2010), and higher aggression scores (Sood
et al., 2005). While PCE disposes pre-teens to aggressive behav-
ior (Delaney-Black et al., 1998; Bendersky et al., 2006; Linares
et al., 2006), social provocation of adolescent or young adult males
exposed to heavy/persistent prenatal cocaine is associated with
greater escape behavior, inferring greater submission, social with-
drawal, or anxiety as opposed to aggressive behavior (Greenwald
et al., 2011).

Aggressive behavior in animals is used to establish social hier-
archies and to defend territories. Pre-clinical research has pro-
vided a detailed description of aggression and defense patterns in
rodents. Although components of aggression are similar, patterns
of aggressive behavior are usually distinctive in males and females.
The identification of target sites for attack, and the motivational
antecedents of attack behavior have allowed for the analyses of
offensive and defensive aggression strategies and for the use of
these maneuvers in maternal behavior (see Blanchard et al., 2003
for review).

Six experimental studies are summarized in Table 2. All except
one used rats (Estelles et al., 2005). While all used chronic ges-
tational cocaine exposure, two also used intermittent prenatal
exposure alone (Johns et al., 1994a,1998b),and Johns et al. (1998b)
used combined intermittent pre and postnatal cocaine exposure.
Several paradigms have been used to study aggressive behavior:
resident-intruder (Goodwin et al., 1992; Johns et al., 1994a; Johns
and Noonan, 1995; Estelles et al., 2005), shock-elicited aggres-
sion (Goodwin et al., 1992), and water competition (Wood and
Spear, 1998). Although males are most often used for investigat-
ing aggressive behavior, three studies tested both male and female
offspring (Johns and Noonan, 1995; Johns et al., 1998b; Wood and
Spear, 1998).

In mice (Estelles et al., 2005) PCE had no effect on offen-
sive (i.e., attack latency and number) or defensive (i.e., threat,
avoidance/flee) aggressive behaviors in adult (PND 110) offspring
reared in groups or in isolation. In contrast, housing conditions
impacted aggression scores following cocaine challenge. While iso-
lated PCE animals exhibited an increase in defensive aggression,
groups housed PCE males were clearly more aggressive, exhibiting
increases in both defensive and offensive aggressive behavior.

Rearing conditions have also been shown to exert modest but
detectable influence on aggressive behavior. Using a shock-elicited
design, Goodwin et al. (1992) reported that prenatal cocaine per se
did not influence aggressive behavior in adulthood. Irrespective
of prenatal treatment exposure, both fostered and non-fostered
young adult male offspring, PND 60–70, raised by cocaine-treated
dams were more aggressive, exhibiting shorter attack latencies,
with no effect on the number of fighting episodes. Moreover, in
contrast to mice, no aggression was observed in any offspring in
the resident/intruder model.

A series of studies by Johns et al. (1994a, 1998b), Johns and
Noonan (1995) investigated the effects of daily or intermittent PCE
alone or in combination with postnatal intermittent exposure on
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aggressive behaviors in male offspring in a resident/intruder par-
adigm. In all studies, litters were cross-fostered to untreated sur-
rogate dams. Following daily gestational cocaine exposure, male
offspring tested at PND 180 exhibited increased duration of circle
threat to a male intruder (Johns et al., 1994a). In a similar study
(Johns and Noonan, 1995), at PND 180 chronic PCE male off-
spring tested for aggression exhibited an increased frequency and
duration, and decreased latency to chase a male intruder. At PND
90, PCE did not alter any of the 11 measures of aggression scored.
Rough grooming can be considered as social interaction or mild
aggression. PCE female offspring at PND 60 showed an increase in
this behavior toward non-exposed females. However, while inter-
mittent gestational cocaine did not significantly affect aggressive
behavior in either male or female pups at PND 30 and 60, com-
bined intermittent gestational and postnatal cocaine increased the
incidence and duration, and decreased the latency of PCE males
to chase an intruder (Johns et al., 1998b).

Adolescent and young adult rats were tested for aggression in
a water competition task (Wood and Spear, 1998). At PND 33,
there was an increased incidence of attacks by PCE males, but not
females. As young adults, offspring between PND 60–70, again
on PCE males engaged in more incidences of boxing during water
competition. In contrast, the incidence of attacks exhibited by PCE
female offspring did not differ from control females at either.

In summary, these studies suggest that aggressive behavior
in PCE rats may be sensitive to the same factors the influence
this behavior in humans: age, gender, and environmental rear-
ing/housing conditions. Consistent increases in aggressive behav-
iors are seen in PCE male rats with increasing age, and while the
studies testing females are very limited, it would appear that mild
aggression may be present earlier than in males. In humans, the
results of a recent laboratory simulation of an aggressive situa-
tion, indicates that teenage males show escape/avoidance behavior
rather than aggression when presented with a choice (Greenwald
et al., 2011). Although aggressive behavior is more often reported
in male children following PCE, it is possible that a more subtle or
defensive form of aggression is evidenced by females (see Maternal
Aggression).

SCENT MARKING
Urinary scent marks have ethologically important roles in social
communication among conspecifics in many rodent species. Scent
marking behavior is a communication tool for maintaining social
relationships in both sexes; however, males mark two to three times
more than females (Raum et al.,1990). When deposited in the envi-
ronment, scent marks convey information on territory ownership
in the absent of the owner, social status, as well as reproductive,
health, and nutritional status, and enable recognition of individu-
als. Among males, scent marking and the counter-marking of the
scent marks of other males are important components of dom-
inance advertisement, especially among male mice, and strongly
influence their aggressive interactions (see Arakawa et al., 2008 for
recent review).

In adulthood, prenatal cocaine-exposed males, but not females,
exhibited significantly less marking behavior than controls. Males
also exhibited demasculinization in some sexual behaviors (Raum
et al., 1990). In contrast, pre-weaning exposure to cocaine failed to

alter scent marking behavior in PND 80 rats of either sex. More-
over, typical gender differences were seen, with males marking two
to three times more than females (Vorhees et al., 2000). Although
cocaine alters scent marking behavior in rats, the effect may be
function of the developmental exposure period.

SUMMARY
Prenatal cocaine exposure clearly exerts an immediate, short-term
negative effect on maternal care of offspring. This finding has
important methodological implications. Given the demonstrated
long-term effects of abnormal maternal care seen in first genera-
tion male and female offspring, such drug-induced impairments
confound direct and indirect effects on exposed pups. Presum-
ably these behavioral changes in dams can be parceled out by
cross-fostering pups to drug-naive dams at birth. Such cross-
fostering should be a common technique until/unless it can be
demonstrated that these drug-induced changes in early postnatal
maternal care have no long-term effects on offspring.

A consistent finding is that cocaine exposure enhances mater-
nal aggression toward unfamiliar intruders, for more than a week
after the final gestational cocaine exposure. Effects are intergen-
erational, with first generation dams also exhibiting increased
maternal aggression. Whether this enhanced aggression is due
to drug-induced increases in anxiety/fearfulness or increased
combativeness remains to be elucidated.

Finally, a variety of other behaviors appear to be sensitive to
developmental cocaine exposure, in that the majority of studies
report changes of some kind. Yet the direction of these changes
is currently unclear. Thus reported developmental cocaine effects
on infant vocalizations, play, social investigation, and scent mark-
ing are more or less evenly divided between reports of no effects,
enhanced, or diminished/impaired effects. The commonality of
such mixed results clearly provides a major challenge to experi-
menters. Collectively, the above findings provide evidence for clear
species or sex differences; the one exception is offspring aggression.

MECHANISTIC CONSIDERATIONS: OXYTOCIN AND
ARGININE-VASOPRESSIN
Oxytocin
Evidence from several decades of animal research indicated that
the neuropeptides oxytocin (OT) and arginine-vasopressin (AVP)
have substantial roles in regulating complex social behaviors and
social cognition. Oxytocin (OT), a nine amino acid peptide, is syn-
thesized primarily in magnocellular neurons of the hypothalamus,
and is released directly into the bloodstream from the posterior
pituitary. Its function on both peripheral reproductive tissue and
in the central nervous system (CNS) is now well characterized.
As a neurosecretory hormone on reproductive tissue, OT plays a
critical role in the onset of parturition and milk ejection during
lactation. In the CNS, it is not only responsible for the induction of
maternal nurturing behavior, but also for modulating social cog-
nition, and affiliative behavior in both sexes (see Ross and Young,
2009 for review).

Animal studies indicate a role for OT in mediating maternal
behavior in rodents and alloparental care in prairie voles, mother–
infant bonding in sheep and pup–mother interactions in rodents,
social (pair) bonding adult in adult voles, and social recognition
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in adult rodents. Pharmacological manipulations with exogenous
OT, OT antagonists, and antisera indicate that OT plays a more
important role in regulating the onset of maternal behavior than
in the maintenance of maternal behavior in rat (Fahrbach et al.,
1985; van Leengoed et al., 1987). Genetic experiments using OT
and OT receptor (OTR) knock out (KO) mice support pharma-
cological findings in rat of the role of OT in regulating maternal
behavior (Nishimori et al., 1996; Young et al., 1996). OTKO mice
were more likely to display infanticidal behavior than wild-type
mice housed in a social semi-natural environment (Ragnauth et al.,
2005), while OTRKO mice are more deficient in maternal behav-
ior than peptide-KO mice (Tankayanagi et al., 2005). There is also
evidence that transgenerational transmission of maternal behav-
ior may be mediated by changes in OTR expression (Francis et al.,
1999, 2002).

Prairie vole juveniles and some adult females display nurturing
behavior toward pups that are not their own. There is evidence
that OT may play an important role in this alloparental behavior
(Ross and Young, 2009). OTR density in the nucleus accumbens
(NAc) is significantly correlated with the display of alloparental
behavior in both juvenile and adult virgin females (Olazabal and
Young, 2006), and injections of an OT antagonist into the NAc
block the expression of maternal-like behavior toward pups in
adult females.

There is some evidence in rodents that OT also modulates the
pup’s response to the mother. OTKO and OTRKO mouse pups
emit fewer USV following separation from their dams than their
wild-type counterparts (Winslow et al., 2000; Tankayanagi et al.,
2005). OT also influences the attraction of the pup to their dam,
as OT antagonist blocks the preference for maternal odors in pups
at 15 days of age (Nelson and Pankseep, 1996).

Social recognition, which allows social species to distinguish
familiar conspecifics from strangers and to remember individuals
previously encountered, is necessary for successful group living
and survival. While central injections of OT have been shown to
enhance the time that a male rat remembers a conspecific (see Cho-
leris et al., 2009 for review), OTR antagonists do not block memory
performance. However, while wild-type mice habituate to familiar
mice, OTKO males fail to habituate after repeated exposures to the
same mouse (Ferguson et al., 2000).

There is a growing body of literature suggesting that in humans
OT modulates social perception, social cognition, and social
behavior, all of which promote social approach and affiliation
(see Heinrichs et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009 for reviews). Phar-
macological studies have suggested that OT is also able to enhance
human social cognition (see Heinrichs et al., 2009), a finding that
is consistent with the role of OT in social recognition in rodents.
Intranasal OT improved identity recognition for neutral and angry
faces (Savaskan et al., 2008) and during game play, stimulated
behavior consistent with enhanced interpersonal trust which is a
prerequisite of social affiliation and social approach in humans
(Kosfeld et al., 2005).

Data involving the role of OT in human interpersonal relation-
ships is scarce and inconclusive. However, active maternal behavior
during the first trimester and the first postpartum month has been
correlated with high plasma concentration of OT (Feldman et al.,
2007; Galbally et al., 2011). OT in humans has been associated with

both an enhanced ability to interact socially (Nelson and Pankseep,
1996), and a better central control of stress and anxiety in social
situations (Kavaliers et al., 2003).

Arginine-vasopressin
Arginine-vasopressin is similar in structure to OT. It is also synthe-
sized in the hypothalamus and released into the bloodstream via
the posterior pituitary gland. Like OT, numerous animal studies
have also implicated AVP in mating, pair bonding, and adult–
infant attachment (Lim and Young, 2006). Whereas OT is involved
in the regulation of social approach behavior, social affiliation, and
attachment, AVP has primarily been implicated in male-typical
social behaviors, including aggression, pair-bond formation, scent
marking, and courtship (see Choleris et al., 2009; Heinrichs et al.,
2009 for reviews).

In male rats, social recognition of a juvenile conspecific is
enhanced by peripheral administration of AVP immediately after
exposure (Sekiguchi et al., 1991; Freeberg et al., 1999), and is
reversed by an AVP antagonist (Dantzer et al., 1987). Unlike OT,
however, AVP appears to play a more important role in social
recognition in males than in females. While AVP improves social
recognition in both sexes, AVP antagonists impair social memory
only in males (Blunthe and Dantzer, 1990). Two AVP receptors in
the CNS, V1aR, and V1bR, have been implicated in species and sex
differences in social behavior (Donaldson and Young, 2008). While
male V1aR KO mice are completely impaired in social recognition,
V1bR KO mice, while impaired with respect to WT mice, can dis-
tinguish between familiar and unfamiliar conspecifics (Wersinger
et al., 2004). Moreover, AVP V1a receptor antagonist selectively
blocks aggressive behavior in hamsters (Ferris et al., 2006), and
there appears to be an association between Avpr-1a receptor gene
and partner preference in the male prairie vole (Young and Wang,
2004).

The few studies conducted on the role of AVP in human
social behavior suggest behavioral effects similar to those found
in animals. In subjects with personality disorders, the positive
correlation found between levels of AVP in cerebrospinal fluid
and life histories of general aggression was suggested as reflecting
an enhancing effect of central AVP in individuals with impulsive
aggressive behavior (Coccaro et al., 1998). As has been reported in
animal studies, intranasal AVP influences social communication in
a sex-specific manner. In men, AVP stimulated agonistic responses
to faces of unfamiliar men, while in women the neuropeptide pro-
duced affiliative responses to unfamiliar female faces (Thompson
et al., 2006). In addition, the Avpr-1a seems to be associated with
differences in altruistic or prosocial behavior in men and women,
and with pair bonding and marital satisfaction in men (Walum
et al., 2008).

Prenatal cocaine, maternal behavior, and oxytocin
In lactating rats, maternal aggression serves to protect the nesting
environment from intruders. Administration of oxytocin directly
into the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) or the bed nucleus
of the stria terminalis of the lactating rat has been shown to
decrease maternal aggression during the postpartum period (Con-
siglio et al., 2005). In contrast, the infusion of an OT antagonist
into the CeA increases maternal aggression to the point that it is not
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adaptive (Lubin et al., 2003). The role of OT in maternal behavior
following gestational cocaine treatment has focused on aggres-
sive behavior in lactating dams. Research, primarily from Johns
et al. (1994b, 1997, 1998a, 2004), indicate that chronic exposure to
cocaine throughout gestation (i.e., GD 1–20) results in decreased
levels of OT, up-regulation of the oxytocin receptor binding den-
sity, and decreased receptor affinity in the amygdala, that coincide
with significant increases in maternal aggression on PPD 6 (Johns
et al., 1994b, 1997, 1998a, 2004; Elliott et al., 2001). However,
during the early postpartum period (i.e., PPD 2), gestational expo-
sure to cocaine resulted in an increase in oxytocin mRNA in
the paraventricular nucleus, without an effect on receptor bind-
ing (McMurray et al., 2008b). Increased maternal aggression has
also been reported at PPD 2 following gestational (Lubin et al.,
2001) and pre-mating (Nephew and Febo, 2010) cocaine exposure.
Prenatal cocaine-induced disruptions in the onset of maternal
behavior have been correlated with decreased levels of OT in the
ventral tegmental area (VTA), the medial pre-optic area, and the
hippocampus (Johns et al., 1997; Jarrett et al., 2006). The inter-
generational effects of PCE that have been reported for maternal
aggressive behavior have also been seen for OT. First generation
dams also had lower levels of OT in the amygdala (McMurray
et al., 2008a), but in contrast to their dams, only a strong trend for
increased mRNA was found in the supraoptic nucleus (McMurray
et al., 2008b). It would therefore appear that gestational cocaine
exposure induces wide-spread alterations in OT system dynamics
that may mediate heightened maternal aggression in rat during the
postpartum period. We are unaware of published studies involving
the effects of PCE on vasopressin.

With respect to the possible mechanism that underlies gesta-
tional cocaine’s effect on OT and postpartum maternal aggression,
there is some suggestion that dynamic changes in serotonergic (5-
HT) and/or dopaminergic (DA) system may be involved (Johns
et al., 2004). Brain structures involved in maternal behavior or
aggression, such as the paraventricular nucleus, hippocampus,
amygdala, and the VTA contain both OT neurons fibers and/or
receptors, as well as DA and 5-HT projections and receptors.
Anatomical evidence indicates that OT neurons are in close contact
or have synaptic connections with DA and 5-HT neurons, and that
OT system dynamics are altered by cocaine and manipulation of
these two transmitter systems. Moreover, the fact that pup retrieval
and a nursing posture over pups is blocked in parturient dams by
infusion of an OT antagonist into either the VTA or the medial pre-
optic area highlights the interaction between DA neurons and OT
pathways in maternal behavior (see Johns et al., 2004; McMurray
et al., 2008b, and Strathearn and Mayes, 2010 for reviews).

DEVELOPMENTAL ETHANOL EXPOSURE AND SOCIAL
BEHAVIOR
Evidence linking gestational alcohol exposure in humans to social
defects, including a range of misbehaviors, is subject to high lev-
els of confounding variables. Not surprisingly, women who drink
during pregnancy in modern industrialized nations differ on a
large variety of factors from those who do not. These confounds
necessitate independent validation of a biological linkage between
social deficits and developmental alcohol exposure in animal mod-
els, which provide satisfactory control of the many confounds

plaguing human research. Although animal research is still very
limited, this review will show that developmental alcohol expo-
sure does indeed impact a range of rodent social behaviors. These
data will be compared to findings reviewed with animal mod-
els of developmental cocaine exposure to determine whether the
effects on social behaviors produced by cocaine exposure are of
the same general nature and magnitude as those reported for
alcohol-exposed animals.

DEVELOPMENTAL ETHANOL EXPOSURE IN HUMANS
Gestational exposure to alcohol is doubtlessly as old as human
consumption of alcoholic beverages, yet it is only in the past half-
century that fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), which occurs in 0.3–2.2
per 1,000 live births in the US (Ripabelli et al., 2006) and is the con-
sequence of heavy drinking during pregnancy, has been identified
and characterized. More recently, concern has shifted to the ques-
tion of the effects the on brain and behavior of the prevalent use
of lower levels of drinking during pregnancy, ethanol intake levels
below those required for FAS. It is now recognized that prenatal
alcohol exposure may produce a broader spectrum of defects, now
recognized as fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD; Jones et al.,
2010). Infants affected by FASD show not only intellectual impair-
ment, and difficulties in learning, memory, problem-solving, and
attention, but also experience additional problems with mental
health and social interactions (Ripabelli et al., 2006). These social
disorders are variously characterized as conduct disorder, external-
izing disorders, or antisocial personality disorder, and have in com-
mon a higher level of misbehavior, delinquency, and even criminal
conduct. For simplicity, this variety of misbehaviors will discussed
under the term “externalizing disorder,” realizing that in actuality
there can be subtle differences between these various terms.

Evidence for ethanol-induced externalizing disorders in humans
A number of studies have provided evidence for linkages between
externalizing disorders, as defined above, and mild (Sood et al.,
2001; Sayal et al., 2007), moderate (Olson et al., 1997), and high
(Mattson and Riley, 2000; D’Onofrio et al., 2007; Disney et al.,
2008) levels of gestational alcohol intake. Although these stud-
ies have attempted to control for a variety of common confounds
(Schuckit et al., 2003; Huizink and Mulder, 2006; McGee and Riley,
2007) it is unlikely that they have been able to either identify or
control for all sources. Despite these uncertainties, results of some
studies have already suggested that it is these confounds and not
developmental alcohol exposure per se which account for subse-
quent externalizing behaviors in exposed offspring (e.g., Hill et al.,
2000).

DEVELOPMENTAL ETHANOL EXPOSURE IN ANIMALS
We have identified 19 published peer-reviewed studies that have
investigated a range of social behaviors following developmen-
tal exposure, i.e., gestational, postnatal, or combined exposure to
ethanol. Of these 19 studies, 16 used rats (Barron and Riley, 1985;
Meyer and Riley, 1986; Royalty, 1990; Blanchard and Hannigan,
1994; Kelly and Dillingham, 1994; Wilson et al., 1996; Lugo et al.,
2003, 2006; Lawrence et al., 2008; Kelly et al., 2009b; Hamilton
et al., 2010; Mooney and Varlinskaya, 2011) and three used mice
(Kršiak et al., 1977; Ewart and Cutler, 1979; Hale et al., 1992). There
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were no studies of primates or other mammalian species. Further,
of these 19 studies, 8 exclusively used gestational exposure (Kršiak
et al., 1977; Barron and Riley, 1985; Meyer and Riley, 1986; Ness
and Franchina, 1990; Royalty, 1990; Hale et al., 1992; Blanchard
and Hannigan, 1994; Hamilton et al., 2010), three used exclusively
postnatal exposure (Kelly and Dillingham, 1994; Wilson et al.,
1996; Wellmann et al., 2010), and the remaining eight studies
combined gestational and postnatal exposure (Ewart and Cutler,
1979; Tattoli et al., 2001; Marino et al., 2002; Lugo et al., 2003,
2006; Lawrence et al., 2008; Kelly et al., 2009b; Mooney and Var-
linskaya, 2011). There are too few comparable studies within these
various exposure periods to allow meaningful comparisons across
developmental exposure periods for individual social behavior cat-
egories. Consequently studies were collapsed across both species
and exposure periods, to get a first approximation of alcohol expo-
sure effects on social behaviors. These 19 studies looked at six
different social behaviors; outcomes were reviewed by behavior
and summarized in Table 3.

Maternal behavior
Three studies in rats have reported reductions in maternal
response to neonates following either gestational (Barron and

Riley, 1985; Ness and Franchina, 1990) or postnatal exposure
(Wilson et al., 1996). These reductions were seen both at an early
age (Barron and Riley, 1985; Ness and Franchina, 1990; Wilson
et al., 1996) and in adults (Barron and Riley, 1985), and in young
rats of both sexes (Barron and Riley, 1985; Ness and Franchina,
1990). In contrast, Marino et al. (2002) reported no effects of
combined pre- and postnatal ethanol exposure on the maternal
response to neonates. Four studies with three different ethanol
exposure periods do not allow strong conclusions, especially in
the presence of one negative report. However, the suggestion is
clearly that ethanol exposure over a wide developmental range
may impair simple pup retrieval behaviors.

Play
The results for play behavior are contradictory. There are two
reports of unchanged behavior (Blanchard and Hannigan, 1994;
Mooney and Varlinskaya, 2011), four of enhanced play behav-
ior (Meyer and Riley, 1986; Royalty, 1990; Lawrence et al., 2008;
Hamilton et al., 2010) and two of reduced play following develop-
mental exposure (Meyer and Riley, 1986; Mooney and Varlinskaya,
2011). Again, as shown in Table 3, these various behavioral out-
comes do not segregate by sex; all three possible outcomes are

Table 3 | Social behavior in rodents exposed developmentally to ethanol compared to controls.

Behavior Enhanced No effect Impaired/reduced

Maternal

care

0 1 3

Marino et al. (2002; M and F; pre and

postnatal exposure)

Barron and Riley (1985; M and F)
Wilson et al. (1996; M and F; Postnatal exposure)

Ness and Franchina (1990; M and F)

Play 4 2 2

Hamilton et al. (2010; M and F) Blanchard and Hannigan (1994; M) Meyer and Riley (1986; M)

Lawrence et al. (2008; M and F; pre

and postnatal exposure)

Mooney and Varlinskaya (2011; F; pre

and postnatal exposure)

Mooney and Varlinskaya (2011; M; pre and postna-

tal exposure)

Royalty (1990; M and F)

Meyer and Riley (1986; F)

Social

investigation

2 5 4

Kelly and Dillingham (1994; F;

postnatal exposure)

Hamilton et al. (2010; F) Ewart and Cutler (1979; M and F)
Hamilton et al. (2010; M and F) Hamilton et al. (2010; M)

Lugo et al. (2003; M and F; pre and

postnatal exposure)

Kelly et al. (2009b; M and F; pre and

postnatal exposure)

Kelly and Dillingham (1994; M; postnatal exposure)

Kršiak et al. (1977; M; mouse) Mooney and Varlinskaya (2011; M)

Mooney and Varlinskaya (2011; F)

Aggression 2 1 1

Kršiak et al. (1977; M; mouse) Ewart and Cutler (1979; M and F;

mouse: pre- and postnatal exposure)

Lugo et al. (2006; M; pre- and postnatal exposure)
Royalty (1990; M)

Scent

marking

0 1 1

Hale et al. [1992; mice:C56Bl/6J: (M

and F); C3H/He (F)]

Hale et al. [1992; mice: C3H/He (M)]

Ultrasonic

vocalizations

1 1 2

Marino et al. (2002; M and F; pre- and

postnatal exposure)

Wellmann et al. (2010; M and F;

postnatal exposure, PND 8–14)

Wellmann et al. (2010; M and F; postnatal expo-

sure, PND 1–7)

Tattoli et al. (2001; M; pre- and postnatal exposure)

Numbers in bold refer to number of findings. Unless otherwise stipulated, alcohol exposure is gestational and subjects are rats. F, females; M, males; PND, postnatal

day.
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seen in both sexes, across studies. The increase in play behavior
may reflect an enhanced responsiveness to stimulation related
to social experiences as a consequence of developmental alco-
hol exposure (Hamilton et al., 2010). Moreover, alterations in the
normal sexually dimorphic patterns of play behavior (Meyer and
Riley,1986) are suggestive of masculinization of females (increased
play) and demasculinization of males (decreased play) as a con-
sequence of developmental alcohol exposure. This finding agrees
with hormonal and morphological studies suggesting that gesta-
tional alcohol can masculinize females and demasculinize males
(McGivern et al., 1984; Barron et al., 1988).

Social investigation
Social investigation is the behavioral variable most often measured.
However, the results do not provide strong evidence for effects of
developmental alcohol in either direction, or on one sex more
than the other. Two studies report increases in social investigation
(Kelly and Dillingham, 1994; Lugo et al., 2003). Of these two, Kelly
and Dillingham (1994) study again suggested that developmental
ethanol exposure demasculinizes males and defeminizes females.
In contrast, five studies found no changes in social investigation,
in one but not both sexes. Hamilton et al. (2010) reported that
males but not females show reduced social investigation; however,
after 24 h of social isolation neither sex showed changes in social
investigation. Similar results were reported in three other studies
(Kršiak et al., 1977; Kelly et al., 2009b; Mooney and Varlinskaya,
2011). Finally, four studies reported reductions in social investi-
gation by one or both sexes (Ewart and Cutler, 1979; Kelly and
Dillingham, 1994; Hamilton et al., 2010; Mooney and Varlinskaya,
2011).

Aggression
Given the possible link between gestational alcohol exposure and
externalizing disorders in humans, it is surprising that so few
studies have investigated aggression in rodents following develop-
mental exposure to alcohol. As with play and social investigation,
these studies have variously reported increases, (Kršiak et al., 1977;
Royalty, 1990), decreases (Lugo et al., 2006), and no change (Ewart
and Cutler, 1979) in aggressive behavior, with both the increased
and the decreased aggression reported in males.

Scent marking
A single study of scent marking in mice (Hale et al., 1992) found
that gestational effects were strain- and sex-dependent. Gestational
ethanol had no effect on the scent marking of either sex in the
C56Bl/6J strain, but reduced male but not female scent marking
in the C3H/He strain.

Summary
Overall, 11 studies reported no effects of developmental ethanol
exposure, 9 found increases and 13 found reductions or impair-
ment of some measure of social behavior (Table 3). These results
do not appear to differ by sex, age at exposure or species, nor
did any one type of social behavior stand out as producing a
clear developmental ethanol behavioral effect in a single direc-
tion. Additional research, including within-laboratory replication,
is required, as this research area has been woefully neglected.

However, a plurality of studies (22 of 33) do show some change
in social behavior following developmental alcohol exposure, and
at the very least suggest that developmental alcohol exposure has
some, as yet uncharacterized, impact upon rodent social behav-
iors. Further, five of the above studies report some degree of sex
difference in developmental alcohol effects upon social behaviors
(Meyer and Riley, 1986; Hale et al., 1992; Kelly and Dillingham,
1994; Hamilton et al., 2010; Mooney and Varlinskaya, 2011). Such
findings combine with the known sex differences in social behav-
iors to make imperative the inclusion of both sexes in all future
studies.

COMPARISON/CONCLUSION
The clinical literature indicates that in humans, prenatal and/or
postnatal exposure to either alcohol or cocaine is associated with
what we have referred to as externalizing disorders in the off-
spring, disorders characterized by abnormalities in social behavior.
However, such findings are necessarily entangled in a number of
confounding factors, which can be addressed in animal studies.
While this review has concentrated on the impact of PCE on rodent
social behaviors, it has also surveyed findings of developmental
ethanol effects on social behaviors.

In comparing these two sets of literature, it is somewhat sur-
prising that for neither substance of abuse has there been a major
effort to determine effects of prenatal exposure on measures of
social behavior in rodents or any other species. Our inability to
characterize the impacts of these substances on social behaviors
reflects in part this relative paucity of studies.

With few exceptions, both literatures are marked by a lack of
consistent effects. In many cases, results are divided almost evenly
between reports of no effects, increases and decreases on a variety
of social behaviors as a consequence of prenatal/developmental
exposure to cocaine or ethanol. This lack of unanimity also makes
it difficult to reliably characterize the effects of either compound
on the range of rodent social behaviors surveyed.

Establishing a phenotype of social behavior following develop-
mental exposure to cocaine or alcohol is imperative. It is therefore
necessary that future research concentrates on successful within-
and between-laboratory replication of results. With exception of
Johns and colleagues, even deliberate within-laboratory replica-
tion has not been attempted in either arena. Ultimately, only
experimental replication will succeed in unraveling the current
confusion of reported results. Here it is important to note that
failures to replicate are by no means limited to the fields reviewed
herein. True within-laboratory replicate experimental design is
simply unheard of in the vast bulk of animal research. Until
funding agencies and investigators understand replicate design
and analysis, and are forced to utilize such designs, much rodent
research will continue to be as fundamentally flawed as the studies
reviewed here.

A second conclusion relates to methodological issues. The
cocaine literature in this area has been marked by an unusu-
ally careful attempt to identify and address the confounds found
not only in clinical but also in animal research. Thus, unlike the
ethanol literature reviewed here, researchers investigating devel-
opmental cocaine effects have begun to identify and control for
the effects of this drug that are mediated by the behavioral impact
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of drug exposure on the maternal–neonatal unit. As we have seen,
researchers have clearly established that cocaine directly impairs
maternal care of offspring, and increases maternal aggression. In
view of these findings, it is imperative that future designs using
gestational exposure cross-foster offspring to drug-naive dams.
Equally, it is also important to characterize the effects of such
impaired maternal care on the pups. Such attempts are currently
under way (e.g., Johns and colleagues), and are very much encour-
aged. Since it is also not unlikely that alcohol exposure will impair

maternal care of pups, the ethanol research clearly needs to adopt
the same approach.

To summarize, increased research, replication of results, and
research which controls for confounding of direct drug effects and
effects mediated by abnormalities in the mother–pup unit is neces-
sary. With the implementation of the above suggestions, it will be
possible to successfully characterize the impact of these common
drugs of abuse on the social behavior of rodents, and by extension
perhaps humans as well.
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